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Hinimum:Competency Testing; Nixing Political and Educetional 'Agendas

Dean H, Nafiiger

Northwest Rtgional Hducationel laboratory

Iiincle°it acquired prominence in American:education five years ago,\

minimum competency testing has become an important and, controversial,Patt

of educational progtams. The fact that one rtirs day of this policy
.,

seminar is devoted tQ the topic of minimum competency testing is eVidence

of the timeliness and Importance of the topic

I am plemeed40fiave an opportunity to address some of the issues'

about minimum competency testing from the perspective of one who has, been

involved with various'aspecti of testing over the past several years., I

have been very inteiepted in the effects:of minimum competency testing

legislation and programs.
:

The purpose cigoy paper is. to raise some issues about minimum

Competency testing that.mightsbear upon discUssions at this seminar.. In

particular, I wishoto highlight the historical content of minimum

competency testing programs, the areas of technical characteristics of

'rahlmUm competency tests,' the relationship of minimum competency tests to

the regular curriculum and testing program, and evaluation questions for

.minimum competency testing programs . These areas have been generally

overlooked because so much of the activity regarding minimum competency

Richard J. Stiggins. and Beverly L. Anderson were-very helpful in

providing assistance in the writing of this paper, and I wish to"express

appreciation to them.
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testing has legal and pc/144041i that

minimum competancy'teste raised through the

'accountability issue* thet,hae surfaced in

dominated our atten

is, 1001 challenges to

legal process and: the

.0411 political arena lave

History and Ostue of Minimum Competency Testing;,.
. X., , '

TO beg 11/itb,,rwish to review some of the recent history o

competency testing and.to summarize its current status.

'hninimum

My purpose is. to

:show Ora* things. riststi at the time minimum Competen y testing-glined
x.

.1
popularity, thard'were already accountability activitie ,being:deialioped

it state and local 'Spell. Second,'the recent rapid increase in minimum .

competenpy testing received impetuslprimaiily from forces outside'of the
b )

,

educatiOnal communiti 5,nd, third, a review of the curryt Status of

r
i V

minimum competency testing reveals a patchwork of approaChes.

It is most helpful to look atthe history of-minimum competency
0,;.A., -.

to
, .."

testing in periods prior o 1970, 19707-1975 and 1975 to the present. ,(In
Y' I0.,1,61

c s. .
:" order to support my points this history will be very simplified. A

,

..u.. . 'I

t I \

detailedexamination of the history would reveal 'a more complex situation

thanI describe, butit would not.06dify the trends descricid.)

Early mistoryl

parhaps the earliest example of a minimum' competency testing progran

)*- is be dtate testing program of the New Yoik State Regents. Initiated in

1see Chapter 1 of Elbe', R. L. Essentials of Educat.iOnal Measurement
2n-Ed.)-, Englewood Cliffs, N. J;/ Prentice-Hall, 1972, for a more
detailed history



1845, this program has for over a century prescribed and tested oontant

.

..

and skills to be mastered blcall'studonts in the state wno7wsh to,.
,

, ,

r

J r
,

'Ik

reosive-A Regents diploma'. ther early example of 10404-obal,eminimum

competency testing is seen in'the,lo*a %Very-Pupil Took, a mimieltitive ,

academic.testingprogram miminisierecttnroughout IOW's beqinnipg in 1929.
,

This program eventually gave,uiCto the well-known Iowa 1'eSta of Basic
P

Skills'and the Iowa Taste of Iduoi4onalPevelopment'used extentiiely

4r4nd_the nation.

These are Out two esamples'of.early laFgs-ito04 sting programs that.

.
, , ,.,

illustrate 'the point the educastorl:hAve long been ale

,

. ,

the sound assessment of important iducakional outcome
4

programs) in place through' the
t

1960is.when the ntAre tes*nsomene

y interested,kol_
e

These) And other

began to change.

19701975.
N

it,
&

970 anew, approach for monitoring the status Ot

the UniOed,iitates Was eastsbli6hed:thrbUgh the first
. ,

sup;ey conducted. by the N, tionk AdsessMent for,Educational
/.V

A

cationAl

4. o .'.

, Progress (NAEP)i.'-,The purpose of EP is ,to provide a peOodiO!,reading of
, _,,, .:',i,

. 1
\., "

t.ft.i -. ,

educational attainment in important' areas identified byan Advlsory group

. V 4 ,,,

of edtctors. As it wasoriginally.conceivea:INAEP was not intended to
e

.

be reflective of particular Opqriculi nn oreduCational approtiche butdip
.

. -

;y .

rather was intended to,. gatkolgand supply inforpax4on on a few important
1%

. i
.

, . .
.

indicators of educational progress.`- (Whether nor otNAEP has done

task adequately has .been the subject of periClic ttp ;4but- that:

1

question is not directly relatelltb!thie discussion):'.



follOwing the lead of NAP and spurred by considerable legislative

activity, many states began developing their own odU(*ional aseessmsnt

progra 0OrilOV4t4te programa folloWod.the NANP,model to the extent ot

using N NP.test items and reporting format while other otetos developed

totally new tooting approaches. 'Whichever ipproaoh they took, the state

programa had same common character4aticar (1) they were intended to be

more geographically and, Usually, initructionally reflective Of the

individual state situatione, (2); data that were reported for

accountability purposes were at an aggregate level (state, local,

district, region or school), and (3) with a few exceptions, minimal

contingencies that were attached to the accountability data. The peribd

between 1970-1975 saw a rapid growth in a number of states undertaking

assessment programs. In 1970, 30 states had assessment or 'other testing

7 ,

7--
programs and 1975, 44 states had such programs.

1975-Present

In 1975 drastic changes in the nature of educational accountability

i

began to occur. Concerned by declining test sores, apparently high
r

levels of functional illiteracy and increasing ieducational costs, public

demands for educational accountability were terd throughout the
4

country. The result of this concern.was action by legislatures
. I \

and state boards of education with more rigorous\depands for

aCcountability. A solution seemed 4simpti. In order to demonstrate that

they had attained an adequate level of learning,

demonstrate their competence by patsing a-tet .

:

tudents must

The political activity around minimum.com etency t sting during this

time was particularly well documented by Chris> Pipho of the Education

Commission of the States. The frequency with -which Pipho was required to

4 1.4



I

update his summaries of legislative activity providoi us with ample

videnCe of the high public interest in minimum competency teetin9. it

seemed to me then that all of the public frustrot-lon with the

ineffectiveness of public institutions was focusing on a tingle

solution-...make kids pass a test before they can get out of isohool.

In a recant summary oe legislative activity, Pipho2 notes that 30

states had taken some form of action by the beginning ot 1900, with most

of the activity being in 1977 and 1970. (The exact number of statee

taking action is difficult to establish because of definitional

problems. Pipho uses a broad definition of minimum competency testing,

thereby capturing a wider array of activity than shown in other

studies.) In response to the public concern about educational

accountability, the early actions at the state level resulted in testing

requirements for students. However, since 1978, only two states have

taken action involving testing requirements. More recent state activity

has dealt.with the identification of students with lower academic

attainment in earlier years for the purpose of remediation.

With legislation and state board action tapering off, activity at the

state level has been directed toward implementing the mandated programs.

By the end of this school year, many of the programs will be ready for

full implementation. As noted by Pipho, "Changes in state mandates can

be expected as more implementation problems and issues become evident.

2 Pipho, Chris,_State Minimum Comeetency Testing Programs: Resource'

Guide. A finalrepori prepared for the National Institute of Education

under Grant HIE-G-79-0033, Education Commission of the States. 1980.



Our% at tiviaY may hma-Oruoial ,auras,: TM rights ut apaol r1

mutations, suoh at hanOiriapped anti migrant atudonte may ha anUtnat

raotbr in changing state ptrogr ama jw3 in *hurt, only haOun Lo

14140 tho stage where part4ohlarly important Oo* 1001 1044d* 4E0*

bacoming apparent.

,tvViA.14.11E41.521

divan this brier history, tat no *amain the otsent t.404t1.401 or

minimum competency testing in the United Statoe. The ototuo ur vtoqtame

was the aubjsut of a study of 31 state and 20 l000i programer epos:dor:Id by

the National, Institute of Education. The. executive summery of the study

states,

Sixteen of the 31 state - level, programs were mandated by the State
Board of Education, and 15 were initiated by the state legislature.
Two of the 4egialated mandates call for temporary programs: one State.
Board initiated program and one legislated program permit voluntary
participation of local school districts. Two other states emphasise
the competency -based instructional Aspicts of their programs rather
than the testing components....

The majority of 'programso both state and local, were developed in the
two to three years since 1976, but the age of programa ranged from 18

years to less thah ono year with ongoinb pilot testing. fourteen

state programs have:been fully implemented, while, 17 are being phased

in. For example, many StatS programs are introducing new graduation
requirements or curriculum changes over a period of years and hence,
these programs will not be in place " until some time in the
futute....

Programs in only four states have had litigation associated with them
in any way--Delaware, Florida, Maryland, and North Carolina--and the
majority of this activity has occurred in Florida.

With respect to goals and purposes; 14 states cited certification of
basic skills competency prior to high school graduation as a major

3Pipho, Chris, Statel4inimunitompet. sting Programs: Analysis of

State Minimum Competency Testing Pro ramd. A Final Report prepared for
the National Institute of Education under Grant NIE- G- 79- 0033,
Education Commission of the States. 1980.
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porpOies and t cots' repo s trrd using u taps tonoy eoh4 voson,t. 44 000

9f4tOf4ah efa00,4Peetlfatia p motion 44 AI 0044410 for itsplassootio4 a

minimuMoompotonoy testing progremi The mget rtelmenti:y oitoO

PUIVA410 NW 40444404N *doh firggraM was to itliot4ty Ottolooto to

need Of remedtetion; 14 states) ;sported this puirposi, Coittooiom
Improvement was mentioned oy 10 stogies ma 4 1441PF 06444140 400V..,.

114014409 and mothomettos were oomlietenoy 44404 40400004 in sit' 41-440

and Weal proqrsme. Twenty-seven of the state wooers* 401100444

skill' in lenquage acts and /or writinqo while l local dietrioto

assess these UM. Mille, Will in other suoieot dress, *401 as
epealtinvo liotening# oonsumer eoonomtos, aOionce, government, suo
history, ere seemed in only am few progrome, 01moSt ell at ths

Lasts mdministerso In hoth State and !Moat Progreme oonaiat primarily

wC multiple-choltalo ltasolo and a non-multiple-ohoto 440444016110

In short, the initial activity mandating minimum competency tenting

programa reflected the public deatre for Stringent accountability or

itudente, and testing to graduation was the primary emphasis. With

time, that approach was perceived ae t.. 0 nar row And4Attantion ashirtiod

away graduation requirements.

Minimum Competency Tasting Activity in the Midwest

There are people representing .L2 central states participating in the

Midwest Policy Seminar. The estates represented are Illinois, Indiana,

Iowa, Kansas, Kentucky, Michigan, Missouri, Minnesota, Nebraska, Ohio,

Tennesse, and Wisconsin. In this section of the paper the minimum

competency testing activity in the participating states is summarized.

4Gorth, W. P., Perkins, M. R., A Study of Minimum Competency Testing

Programs: Final Summary and Analysis Report. Amherst, MA: National

EvaluatiOn Systems, Inc. December 1979.
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in Ltlie &O Uniiitn014, ind U4, hINiii00f aeuth ihy, Mt.:441,40h+ NLba:. ut 4.

WOOS Oh*, TO00001000, (hotion ei Cho it6;41 die teasel ie n. At

eummaii ed in the etudic On whi0141 0* ielytnq,) Ted ie 1 as &levee the

' l tins** siyht. 41,41.40 441149 to the d imenis lne or (1) the

type tat diction token, (4) the t''sloponstbilltY (4f esti-WV the otaudold,

the totiposnoihility ro) itelectinq a twit, (4) (ha .rtadis

ateam hol4 aatieinied, (1) 04111 agoao to he augeaaad, (0) the use 9r the

etandaudo and 4.ne tante, (1) the ituplemontull.)9 u huOuid, (4) the wove* th

wh" aVa tat 0101tatiolm are t4i he filleted, and related inrotmation that

uficuld he noted

or the 4601t ,atatee which have experienced action Nom the at ate

level, three have mandates through le9ialative action, rout have mandatem

throutp atate board state department) action and one thee a mandate

through a combination fit t,b46 two.

Responsibility for teat selection or development resider primarily at

the state level, with x of the eight giving responsibility to the

, state. However, responsibility for setting standards is treated

differently- -only three of the states maintain that responsibility.

It is difficult to summarize what grade levels are assessed across

states because so many combiQ tions are possible. In Illinois, the

optional nature of the program and the fact that the program is still

under study results in no specific grade level requirements. Of the

remaining states, six require testing at some point 19 grades one through

six, seven require testing somewhere in grades seven through eleven, and

only one requires testing in grade twelve.'
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As one would expect, the most prominent content area in which testing,

is done is reading; seven states require that area to be assessed. Thr,ee

states require assessment in writing, two in spelling and one in language

arts. Six states require assessment in mathematics with one state

requiring assessment in mathematics application skills. In other content

areas, Indiana requires assessment' in coMpositionfMidsourijassessment in

governance/econothics; and Tenneeteefassessment in -gramnar.

The use of the minimum competency testing instates represented at'

this seminar contrasts sharply with the original reasons that minimum

competency testing programs were, initiated. Only one state in this

region is using the minimum competency test for high,schdbl graduation

(Tennessee tor the class of 1982).. Six state progiams.ate directed

toward instructional}mprovement and eemediation. AS noted earlier,,the

situatiO'in Illinois is still under study and'subject to local-control.

-Nowhere is there more difficulty in implementing minimum competency

testing programs than in assuring fair treatment for special

populations. Where attention has been given to these populations, two

groups--non-English Speaking and handicapped--have received the most

0
attention. The most common solutions for meeting the needs of these

students has been to (1exclude them entirely-from the program, or (2)

I 4i,

to test them with.special instruments or approaches that match their,

particular situation. /For example, use of.non-Enqlish test or non-paper

and pencil test have t1een considered. Of the states in this region,

three (Indiana, Kansas andblidsouri) have given attention to special

populations in their legislation.

13



Minimum Competency Testing Issues

Having reviewed the history and current status of minimum competency

-testing, let us turn to some issues related to the adoption and

implementation of minimum competency testing. There are three types of

istilles that I wish to considergeneral educatiOnal issues,

,.implementation issues, and evaluation issues.

General Educational Issies

.Reviews.of the literature
,

about minimum competency testing oftn-
,

k,

uncover a »limber ofiargumentb for or against. In the literature about

minimum competency testing and in-the seminar, papers from Chicag0,,

Missouri and Wisconsin, three general issues about minimum competency

testing seem to emerge.

1. Does minimum competency testing support our conception about

responsibility for education?

2. Does minimum competency testing fit into existing curriculum and

testing programs?

3. Can we accomplish the goals of minimum competency testing

programs within our financial, humail and technical resources?

"I would like totreat these questions in order.

Minimum Competency Testing and the Responsibility for Education.

Many people and groups are responsible for the education of a student.

Teachers, administrators, churches, parents, Community and social grOups
(f;

all contribute to a child's education. We value the input of each of

these sources to education, but the multiple sources of input can servo

to obscure the individual responsibility of each source.

c". I
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/n his thought provoking paper, Tomlinson5 provides a historical

sketch of how the responsibility for learning has been assigned in

American education. According to Tomlinson, prior to 1950 teachers were

considered tobe a constant factor in American schools. i
The variables

which determined differential success were student ability and student,

effdit. The social dynamics after 1950 completely reversed thisr,-
conception. The students were regarded asconstant and the,`. variables

were the educational-prograMs and teachers which the students experdended.

Whether ovnot we Tomlinson's argument,: it. raises a pdint

demabding our attention. Specifidally, what are the unique

responsibilities of different people and groups in contributing to a

child's education? Minimum competency testing addresses the issue of

responsibilities squarely: Responsibility for learning is the student's

`and the areas in which learning is 'required are those specified in the

law or mandate, typically the basic or life skills. Unfortunately,

responsibility is too'often assessed in a punitive manner'.and the

responsibilities of others are ignored.

In my view we should address the issue of responsibility in several

ways. First, we should narrow examination of contributors to education

to those who provide the structured opportunities for learning (the

schools) and those who are responsible for doing the learning (the

students). There are other people with other responsibilities, but we

cannot be assured that those responsibilities will be carried out for any

given student.

STomlinson, Tommy M. "Thirty Years of Trouble: An Interpretive

Analysis of'Public Schooling Since 1950." National Institute of

Education, April, 1980.



The responsibility of the schools is to provide every student with an

opportunity to learn. This means that schools should provide sound

educational programs in, well-managed leaining environments, and schools

should teach"students how to efficiently take advantage of those

programs. students, for their part, should undetstand that they are

responsible for learning. To use Tomlinson's term, they are the locus of

production. They and only they can learn, and each student has 'an

individual responsibility to do so. Thus, education requires a joint

effort which cannot occur unless both groups meet their individual

responsibilities. Whatever allocation of responsibilities for leapning

is adopted, it must be remembered that different approaches to minimum

competency testing may support or undermine it.

Minimum Competency Testing and the Ongoing Educational Program. As

noted earlier, recent minimum competency testing activity has,emphasized

implementation, and the profound effect that it can have on educational

programs is becoming increasingly clear. Problems seem to occur because

educators are now trying to put political ideas into educational

practice. The result is an educational program that has many

built-in-inconsistenciesi that is, there are many mismatches between the

goals of the existing instructional and testing programs and the imposed

goals of the minimum competency testing programs.

The mismatches can be illustrated by examining the way in which a

mimum competency test relates to, the full range of educational

assessment contexts. To understand the relationship of minimum

competency testing to the overall testing program it is necessary to gain

r, 2
Ow a.)
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an overview of the different educ tional assessment contexts According

4V

to Anderson,: Stiggins, and Gordo there are eight oasic contexts:

A. Instructional,Managemen
4

]

2. Placement,

3. GUidance,

1. Diagnosis

B. Entry or 'Exit Decision0

4. Selection

5. Certification

C. Programmatic Decisions

6. Summative Decisions

7. Formative Decisions

8. Survey Assessment

Given these contexts, letus(contrast the assessment proposed through

minimum competency testing to the assessment that is typically done by

teachers. Minimum competency testing almost always implies student

certification. -In particular, it means certification for gradPation,

passing 'from one grade to the next, or, more basically, certification

that some minimum level of learning has taken place. The characteristics

of a certification test are that they measure a sample, of skills

representing a broad range of behaviors.

,6Anderson, B. L.,. Stiggins, R. J., Gordon, D. W., Educational Testing
Facts and Issues: a layperson's guide to testing in the schools.

Northwest Regional Educationil Laboratory, Portland, OR., 1980.
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Testing done by teachers in th classroom, hoWever, is usually done
t.

for a different purposediagnosis. Diagnostic tests-have considerably

different characteristics than certification tests. They provide in

depth Meteurementon 4 narrow,rangeof skills to allOw precise

,determination-ofWhat a student has-and has not mastered.

The contrast is important for the following reason: the educator's

. response to minimum competency testing mandates has,17,en to try to fit

minimum competency testing into the educational program as a diagonistic

assessment device. The resulting mismatch is apparent;.a, minimum

competency test is apcertification test that has many different

characteristic) than a diagnose test. This mismatch ciliates a natural

of goals at the.set.tension between two competi

The situation i have just bed regarding the testing 'program

illustrates an issue that occurs withrespect to other aspects of the

existing. educational program. A'closer examination of the instructional

and classroom management areas would reveal the opportunity for

mismatches occuring there as well.

Accomplishing MCT Program Goals. A prevalent concern expressed by a

broad range of educators is whether it is possible to accomplish the

underlying goals that minimum competency testing programs represent.

That is, are we able to implement programs that will assure thA all

students graduating. from high school will have the basic life and

1

academic skills to successfully catty out occupational and social tasks?

There are two parts to the question about our abilities to accomplish

these tasks. The first is whether we have the technical capabilities to
y.
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define and measure the competencies at the appropriate 16041, and,

second, whether we are willing to allocate the human and financial

resources decessary'for implementation.

Let us examine the various parts of the first question. As an

initial step it it necessary to be able to determine competencies which,

When held by an individual, will assure that that individual will be able
. .

to accomplish some specified tasks. What are these competencies-7 It

depends on what tasks one wishes to successfully accomplish. It is self

evident that the competencies required for those at this seminar are'

different from those required of'a group of artists, skilled workers,

lawyers, plumbers or. some other group. You may accuse me of-choosing

unfair examples for WO/ 'that I have chosen repiesent specific

occupational'roles. Nevertheless, the point is that the minimum skills'

thatany pereon needs is determined by the occupational and social

situation of that person. Thus, specification of a sing4e'Set of
. .

competencies that are appropriate for a broad group of people is very

difficult to do. If we were to find a single set of skills that is truly

appropriate for the entire population, I think the resulting skills would

bie such a low level as to be meaningless.

The nature of minimum competency testing puts special demands on the

assessment procedures used. One reason is that many of the tests are

intended to measure life skillsthode.competencies that are required-

in everyday life. Another reason is that many of the tests are intended

to reflect a local or state curriculum and also to span various grade

19



levels. Therefore, readily available published paper and pencil ,tests

may not always meet the measurement needs inminimum competency testing

prograte.

In orderpto provide, the type of measurement that seems appropiiate

for their minimum competency testing programs, many states have

undertaken to develop their own tests. In doing so, they have affirmed

for themselves a fundamental rule about4ist development: it can be

difficult and expensive to do properly. Few of these teats have had to

withstand rigorous examination as of yet. It appears that while some of

the tests have been developed very well, others have not had adequate

attention. As close scrutiny of minimum competency tests occur

(sometimes in court), the technical characteristics of the tests will

likely become a major concern.

New approaches to testing and teat development have also been tried.

Applied performance testing (assessing skills in real or simulated

.settings) appeais promising for measuring attainment of life skill areas.

and such academic areas as writing and speaking. For all their promise,

'it is difficult to use applied performance tests on a broad basis because

of the cost and inefficiency of giving and scoring such tests. CUrrent

research at the Clearinghouse for Applied Performance Testing at

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory is directed at making the

large-scale use of such teats more feasible.

Perhaps the one area that is currently receiving the most attention

is test development through the use of item banks. The promise of this

approach.is.that tests can be developed using existing items so that the

high cost of item development can be !liminated. A recent survey

. 20
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identified more than 20 large item banks that are accessible.? For all

of,their promise, there is much to be-learned about the use of item

banks. A particularly.problematic question is.how to avoid the need for

pilot testing instruments each time a new set of items is assembled.

This problem may be solved by another promising, but insufficiently

tested, approaChthe use of latent trait models such as the Ranch

model:- Latent trait models allow us, under certain conditions and with

certain assumptions, to assign a weight. to each,of a number of items so

that groups of these items-may be combined into tehOthat have known

technical characteristics. Commissioner Mallory has described the use of

one of these promising models in the state of Missouri. If further

reserch with these *models is positive; they will provide us an important

solution to a.particular knotty problem.

From the earliest 'diecussions of.minimum competency testing,

icons derable discussion centered around the ability to make decisions

about students on 'the basis of tests. In particular- determining

standards, or setting "cut Scores", for passing a test was identified as

a major problem. Briefly stated, the problem that arose was how can cane

set a test score such that students scoring above that point will be

likely to have future success while students scoring below it will not.

For simple tasks, setting an appropriate cut score is straightforward,

but for the complex skills that are represented in minimum competency

7Hiscox, Michael D., Brzezinski, Evelyn J. A Guide to Item Banking In

Education. Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory, Portland, Or.,

1980.



testing (life skills or, higher level acad+ic skills) the problsm is

extremik. What is to say that a student Scoring 70% 'on a test of life

Skills is going to be successful in, life. boreal a student who scores a

mere 73% will not be? Can we really wit old s diploma frowthe lower

7"--
scoring student and feel comfortable

-
awarding a diploma to the higher

scoring one?

The' issue of standard setting ha% received insufficient recent
di

attention\because'so many other issues have dominated the implementation

process. Nevertheless, the problem remains. Several approaches for

setting standards haVe been waited, but all of them (sive those which

are logistically impossible to use) ultimately rely upon arbitrary-

judgient. In reality, Standards are set more on political and logistical

grounds than upoh their predictive ability. Test standards appear to)pe-

set at a adore that is face valid (e.g., around 70% meets general

acceptance).
' 4

In summary, the many technical issues in the impletentation of

.minimum competency testing still remain unresolved. It appears that the

technical problems are not receiving the attention that is being given to

other issues.. This fact atiests to the pressing nature of other problems

more than it does the ability to solve the technical problems.

As noted earlier, an issue related to the issue of technical

capability is whether we have the human and financial resources:to

adequately accomplish the goals of minimum competency testing programs.

Because minimum competency testing prograis can affect so many aspeCts of

a.

the educational system, it is difficult to ascertain what the true costs
1,0

n
LJ
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of implementation are. Further,many of the needed resources are gained

by diverting attention from ongoing instructional and testing programs,

and these costa do not show up on any-,ledger. However, we are not

'totally without cost estimates for it. According to one paper pre red

for the Illinois Department of Bducation, "Implementation or the tate

developed and administered` minimum dompetency.testing, with the s ate,

reporting system, would cost at least $10 per student or approximately

1.5 mullion dollars for each *grade level tested."8 Other test options

such as using cIpmercially available tests or requiring purcha8e and

administration at the local level could reduce costs at the State level

but distribute"the costs elsewhere., Test development is one of the costs

associated with minimum competency testing programs and the develOpMent

Of tests of moderate length can easily cost in excess of 040,000.

Also according to Kerins, remediation has been another major cost

consideration.-

Depending upon the cut-ooff score, rates of failure on tests can range

froM 2.5% to 25%. If 150,000 students were tested, failures could

range from 3,750 to 37,500.. If the excess cost of remediation is

appioximately $300 per student, a figure based on current Title I

guidelines as well as estimates in the literature, remedial costs
would range from $1,125400 to $11,2504000.

Some states which have mandated a minimum competency test have also

provided accompanying funds for remediation. Florida allocated

$10,000,000 in 1977 but was forced to increase that amount to .

$28,600,000 in 1979. (Florida'sstudent population is two thirds the

size of Illinois'.) New York requires each schbol district to fund .

its own remedial programs, but has allocated an additional
$150,000,00efor supplemental services for students who fail. New

Jersey, through its state compensatory education program, allocated
$67,000,000 for students,who'failed to meet state standards., (New

Jersey's student population is 57 percnt of Illinois'.) (p.10).

8Ke ns, Tom, "Synthesis of Minimum Competency Testing Studies" (A ,

Report submitted_to the Illinois State Board of Education 2/28/80.)
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The, deCiSion to undertaken minimum competency testing, program

carries along the need to slOcate substantial resources for program

development and implementatiOh. It is importantto weigh the benefits to

be gained Against the'requiredpsources.

Implementation Issues

When a decision has been Made to implement a minimum competency'

testing program, several issues beyond to the above general educational
r.

issues must be considered. A lisCtif thoie issues, as summarized by- mary

Perkins9 is given below. Because Jose implementation issues are of

less consequence to this policy discussion, I will list them without

elaboration.

--What-kinds of competencies shall we define (e.g., life 'skills,

basic skills)?

- -Who will have responsibility for defining the competencies ?.

- -How do we set standard*?

--What standards shall we:set?

- -Do we develop or select tests?: How do we do either?

- ,If,we develop a test, how.do we. ensure its fairness?

--Shall we. have different tests/standards/competencies for
racial groups/ethnic groOps/special educiltion students /limited

English-speaking students?

-Who is to administer the tests?

- -What kinds of scores do we want to compute?:

--Who do we report results to?
Is

--Do we disseminate just test results, or the tests themselves?

9Gorth, W. p., Perkins, M. R., AStudy:Of Minimum COMPetencY0.Testing
prdgramse Final Program Developmeht Resource DocuMent. Ahlherst,.

. Mass. 1979.

'
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w does thisNdocipion affect teat development?

--How do we use what money we have most effeCtively?

-What is a good way to Mageothis program?

--Do we want to" build in formative/summaCivelevaluation of the

program? Shall we systematically study the impacts of our program?

--How will we know it and when our goals have been mot?

--After minimum competency testing, what?

EIligatA2BImmi

A Despite concerted efforts toward implementation of minimum competency

testing programs, little has been accomplished in evaluating them.

Clearly it is time we begin asking the qyeatonss What benefits are we

receiving for our investment of resources? What problems are we having?

Can the probleMs be corrected7k Should we maintain the programs?

While there)are many area. in which these programs can be evaluated,

I propose we examine at least a few of the most salient.

1.4 Student outcomes. Are there changes in the levels of student

academic achievement? Can.we. expect long term changes in student

performance, such as ,in the area of the application of life skills?

Have the prog ams had any effect on the level of student retention in

school? theie programs have differential effects on different

types of students, such as low adhieving or high achieving students?

2. Cost; What is the 'dollar outlay required to develop and implement

the programs? What are our tradeoffs; that is, what programs or

activities are we giving up to have minimum competency testing ,

programs? What hidden costs at the state and local levels are we
O

incurring?

e)0
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3. ;IgOnical What is the technioall quality of the instruments

that ire' being used to make decisiOns aoOut students? Have the

instruments had as adequate try-obt? Do (he instruments relate to

the educational program? Can we be complebely confident that the

instruments are ahuete to support all (4 the decisidbs that we make

based upon them.

4. Ad uac of the com

for etluring :a stu

all studenyisbl I

competencies will

tencies. Are the competencies clearly important

nt's future success? Are they appropriate for

bre reason to believe that attainment of these

e a significant beneficial effect for students?

5. Equity consideratio4 Is the program fair for sll.students? Are

there groups pf stu 44cio4 particularly minority, ,groups, who fare

poorly under The pr gram?

6. Impact upon e ealicliiOnal_programs. Does the minimum competency
. .

,

.

.

program promote thlrols of the curriculum/. Does program mangement
--.

and adminia*ration*reate undue burdens on people4* various levels?

What is the impact of the minimum competency testing program on the

breadth and* Of the curriculum?

MiniMum compet ncy testing deserves and deMands our close attention.
4

While it gives the opportunity for educational benefits, it carries the

programs.potential of creating problems in existing educational. programs. In

order for benefits to be realized, the impact of minimum'competency

testing programs on the entire educational program must be continually

examined.
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